
Abstract:  

Duchamp,  Appropriation, and the Architecture of the Synthetic   

 
 

A significant source for understanding the manifestations of the 

synthetic in architecture and the city are a number of artists who over 

the last 10-15 years have dealt specifically with the problem of 

appropriation, or the simulation of an original object, either through 

means of replication or re-contextualization. These experiments in art ,  

influenced by the “Readymade” experiments of Marcel Duchamp, 

serve as a precursor to phenomena that are similarly influencing recent 

developments in architecture and the evolution of the city.  The paper 

analyzes four devices currently in use: Media Overlay, Narrative 

Framing, Disguised Combinations, and Programmatic Hybrids, 

focusing on design strategies based in the orchestration of synthetic 

programs and the selection of desired effects, rather than the invention 

of new forms or typologies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Duchamp,  Appropriation, and the Architecture of the Synthetic 

 

The manifestations of the synthetic in architecture and the city, 

including the emergence of simulation, the virtual, the various 

manifestations of Disneyland and the theme park have received 

significant attention related to a wide range of sources found in popular 

culture.1 It is suggested that there are also other sources for the blurring 

of the real and the fictive, which can be understood within the larger 

problem of representation and appropriation explored in art throughout 

the 20th century. This is a vast territory, as such critical movements as 

Dada, Surrealism and Assemblage from, say, 1915 through the 1950’s 

all deal with problems and processes that are affected by problems of 

perception based on how an object’s meaning changes relative to its 

context. There are also a number of artists who over the last 10-15 

years have dealt specifically with the problem of appropriation, or the 

simulation of an original object, either through means of replication or 

re-contextualization. This work, influenced by the “Readymade” 

experiments of Marcel Duchamp, can be used as a basis of analysis that 

sheds light on the nature of architecture’s relationship to the problem of 

authenticity vs. the synthetic, producing a new composite condition 

described as  the “real-not real.”   

 



 
Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917  

 

Typically in art processes, actual objects are manipulated (cut, 

colored, covered, changed in material, folded, reduced, enlarged, etc.) 

so that the identity of the original object no longer maintains the same 

form. Or, the object is juxtaposed or recombined with other objects as 

in assemblage and collage processes, whereby the form and meaning of 

the object is changed through the influence of its context. In the case of 

photography, transformation occurs through the problem of mechanical 

replication, in which the likeness to the image is maintained, but 

through the camera’s ability to temporally and physically remove the 

likeness from the source of origin, the viewer is shifted into being a 

passive observer of a unalterable past; photographs become 

“incitements towards reverie…they are attempts to contact or lay claim 

to another reality” and subvert participation in the present.2 

Transformation thus occurs either by: changes performed within the 

form of the object itself; changes in the object’s autonomy through 

interference caused by other objects; or replacing the object’s 

representation from the natural to the mechanical..  



None of these operations are valid, however, when confronted with  

Duchamp’s famous invention of the “Readymades” in 1914, which 

took familiar items, such as a bottle rack, urinal, or snow shovel, and 

redefined the object as art merely through its being re-named, and 

placing it into the gallery, or studio context. In this case, the object has 

been changed through the artist’s intent, and shifting its normal context 

of association—yet the object also continues to exist it’s original state, 

thus presenting the viewer with an ambiguous, but clearly defined dual 

and concurrent states of being. It is a snow shovel—and it is no longer 

a snow shovel—at the same time.  

The Readymades opened up radical possibilities for reconsidering 

the role of existing artifacts in the making of art that has been with us 

throughout the 20th century, and was an especially important catalyst to 

the formation of pop art and artists of the 1950’s and 60’s, including 

Warhol, Johns, Rauchenburg, Dine, Oldenburg, and others worked in 

the narrow margins between art (the synthetic) and life (the real). Most 

of the work of this period is still based on the transformation of the 

object through techniques discussed above, and as opposed to the 

Readymades, there is no difficulty discerning the changed status of the 

art object vs. the authenticity of everyday life evolving within its 

context. In the 1990’s however, there are a series of investigations by a 

variety of artists that blur the characteristics of the actual object based 

in authenticity vs. some adjustment of the object into the realm of 

fabrication, resulting in a condition which rests ambiguously between 

the two states (which again, owes much to Duchamp). Some of this 

work further illuminates certain manifestations of the “real—not real” 

condition presented above, and should be examined prior to an 

investigation of recent developments in architecture and urban 

development.  

There are two types of work, both are dealing with problems of 

perception of the object, currently being undertaken along these lines: 

On the one hand, artists are replicating known objects and materials 

through other forms and materials that resemble the original. On the 

other are artists who are using photography and digitizing techniques 

that simulate reality rather than working within earlier limitations of 

representation. An example of the first case is an artist such as Richard 

Pettibone, who is known for reproducing, very accurately, the known 



work of other artists, including Constantin Brancusi and Marcel 

Duchamp. The objects are authentic, in the sense that they are 

“originals”—we know the author of the work, ascribed to the actual  

the material, the crafted fact of the object before us as physically made 

by Pettibone. At the same time, they are inauthentic, by virtue of their 

being copies of similar works by another artist, with sometimes minor 

variations in scale. They are not reproductions of the object, but a re-

making of the object, perhaps as “good” as the original. And if 

Brancusi never executed the particular object at hand—he “could” 

have—and if Duchamp could re-make his works over again, why not 

others do the same? The work is both authentic and real—and 

inauthentic and not real, at the same time. 

 

 
Sherrie Levine, Untitled Golden Knots 5, 1987 

 

The work of Sherrie Levine and Robert Gober both deal with the 

problem of replication and identity. Levine has painted canvasses that 

look like other materials, plywood, for instance, that looks authentic, 

although we know it is another material painted to look like plywood. 

Gober has re-made a wide variety of objects, such as cribs, sinks, 

bathtubs, drains, etc. in different materials that look very much like the 

original object, but differ in subtle ways. In both cases, rather than an 

exact replication of the object, or a transformation of the object into 



something else, the object has been re-made, carrying over part of its 

original identity in terms of its likeness to something we already know, 

but also asserting a new identity, having its own authenticity as being 

itself. The question then to be asked might be, “what in fact constitutes 

a true identity vs. the representation of something other than the thing 

itself?” These works suggest that the same image can generate more 

than one identity—and that while the “true” identity and the  “false” 

identity share a common image, they also begin to be 

interchangeable—the one is not any more true than the other, or has 

any more value than the other—they are simply different (and 

concurrently, the same.)3   

 
Keith Cottingham, “Untitled, 2004” Constructed Photograph 

 

Equally interesting are artists working in photography and computer 

digitizing techniques, who also question our expectations concerning 

the assumption of “truth” in the re-presentation of the object. Keith 

Cottingham digitizes existing historical photographs of real scenes, and 

then subtly manipulates the true images through the replication or 



replacement of figures, parts of figures, or changing background 

fields—certainly not to achieve aesthetic, compositional, or even 

conceptual interest (in many cases, it doesn’t appear as if anything was 

changed)—but to create an entirely synthetic representation, a 

fabrication which doesn’t look like a fabrication. Everything in the 

photograph is actually false-–it does not, or could not ever exist. This 

fundamentally challenges our assumptions about photography as a 

replication of reality. Instead, it becomes as much an invented, artificial 

image as any other constructed object, but because it is still a 

photograph, the work sets forth another truth on its own terms as 

authentic as the original source. And as the original source, or history, 

is either lost, or recedes into the distance, one cannot, with confidence, 

designate the synthetic condition as being false—it cannot be verified 

except through the artist’s original confirmation.  

In a similar vein are photographers who set up and record artificial 

constructs made to seem real, thus challenging the veracity of the 

photograph as an index of reality, as well as allow the artificial to be 

blurred into being perceived as real, i.e., photography’s special ability 

to turn living beings into things, and things into living beings.4 Cindy 

Sherman (one of the innovators of the genre) uses herself as a model of 

an actress from a film clip, or some historical figure, through the use of 

make-up and props; the artist has been disguised as someone else, but 

her common identity in each scene is made to show through, asserting 

an ambiguity as to whether the photograph is of another person, the 

artist lurking behind the partial facade, or both.  

 

 
Laurie Simmons, Horizontal Man, Woman, Horse, 1979 



 

Laurie Simmons takes pictures of small models, puppets, and other 

toys with proper lighting, framing, etc. to make them seem absolutely 

alive, or equal participants in the everyday world to their full-size, or 

human equivalents. The question becomes, “if the model is artificial, 

and the photograph is a replication of an actual object captured in real 

time, does the photographed model remain a fabrication, or has it 

become somehow ‘authenticated’ through its photographic 

documentation?”  

Sandy Skogund and other artists invent elaborately surreal, 

fabricated tableau, which are then photographed. Some of these look 

very close to actual events, using human models as props, and others 

are based in wildly fantastic, surreal scenes using handmade models of 

living forms. Once again, given its historical role as a replication of the 

world, our assumption is that the photograph presents a “true” event, 

when of course, the scenes are actually fabrications, and never actually 

took place. But the photograph completely and accurately documents 

the fabrication at the time and place it was constructed—it is the reality 

of the fabrication, which is presented as truthfully as possible.  

Gerhard Richter takes us even further on this fuzzy path, in which 

he makes paintings that appear to be photographs that distort, or blur 

the real scene, so that what seems to be a photograph appears to take 

on the characteristics of painting (and in fact, is a painting!), while the 

blurred image makes unclear what the actual image is that is being 

depicted.  This layering of camouflaged conditions raises the synthetic 

stakes even further, although the “truth” of the work is equally present, 

given that the images are of actual, experienced scenes, and the fact 

that the painting is an undisguised depiction, rather than actual 

presentation of reality.  

 

The Synthetic Hybrid  

 

These experiments in art serve as a precursor to phenomena that 

are similarly influencing recent developments in architecture and the 

evolution of the city. The manifestations of the synthetic in architecture 

are more varied and complex than simply the emergence of the world 

of simulation, Disney-influenced manifestations and the theme park, 

but rather, a more complex hybrid of the real and the virtual, which 



maintains connections to authentic places and forms, but within a 

transformed structure. The condition of the synthetic, or artificial 

hybrid can be found in the following configurations: 

 

a.    existing buildings or spaces that are adjusted by overlaying  new 

layers of interference (additions, lighting, scaffolding, media 

information etc.)   

b.    b. re-contextualizing existing places or buildings or even newly 

constructed settings by framing them within new cognitive 

meanings, or narrative structures (virtually all urban recycling and 

renovation projects)  

c.    arranging within new development mixed hybrids of authentic and 

artificial forms   

d.    adding new programs and forms on to existing structures, while 

still retaining vestiges of their original program and form.  

 

In all cases, there has occurred a kind of “self-consciousness” of 

the object’s new status—the building or district now finds itself placed 

within quotation marks. It is no longer the original artifact that resides 

within its earlier historical/cultural text, but has become a restatement, 

or re-presentation of itself, now acquiring a new value as commodity, 

and a vehicle to support its larger conceptual and scenographic role in 

remaking the city. This shift into the synthetic hybrid is achieved 

through the following devices, among others:  

 

1. Media Overlay 

 

The synthetic in terms of media interference is most commonly 

found through the overlay of advertising information on to existing 

buildings, where through recent technology, giant, digitized 

reproductions can turn buildings, buses, and virtually any inanimate or 

moving surface seen by the public into giant billboards of products. 

Facades have been dematerialized into pictorial information, and the 

building’s original architecture that placed it firmly within a temporal 

dimension has been covered over with a kind of armature, or 

scaffolding that allows “quick-change” of information whenever the 

message gets old, and needs to be freshened up.  



 

 
GE Building, Rockefeller Center 

 

Lighting parts of buildings (the Empire State, Chrysler Building, 

and recently, many others) or even whole buildings (the G.E. Building 

in Rockefeller Center) obviously highlights and emphasizes the 

presence of the original structure, but in a surreal way, whereby the 

building is removed from its real context, and becomes separated out, 

made self-important as an icon of itself, a landmark that is in a sense, 

landmarked once again! In other words, through overt reemphasis, the 

lighting has dislocated the object from itself, from its original reality, 

and turned it into a kind of fetish object, a representation of itself, 

rather than the actual thing. These layers of light and advertising have 

little, or nothing to do with the real activity and programming of space 

that goes on behind them, where presumably, life, work, learning, 

recreation goes on as before, irrespective of the masked exterior. The 



historical separation of interior and exterior is taken to new heights of 

discontinuity, in which architecture as a spatial vessel for human 

activity is completely isolated from it’s external, two-dimensional 

pictorial message, which in turn is removed from its physical role 

within the larger urban context.5  

 

2. Narrative Framing 

 

The notion of framing describes the re-casting, or institutionalizing 

of traditional neighborhoods (typically rich in historical resources) into 

districts with newly designated roles, that take them out of the normal, 

evolutionary continuum into controlled settings with particular agenda, 

characteristics, content, and expectations. Thus the designated “historic 

district” is no longer simply a area of older structures with stylistic 

integrity and original fabric, but a place which carries the additional 

role of reminding us that there is in fact a rarefied, precious piece 

history left versus the decimation and arbitrary reconstruction of the 

fabric around it. We value it, and no matter what, it will never be 

allowed to physically change. But the more the place acquires 

recognition and desirability, the more it becomes codified, frozen into a 

form of theatrical tableau, and separated from its authentic past. Not 

only is the original culture and social structure that sustained it’s form 

and identity no longer intact, but its newly acquired legislative status 

insures its continuing stagnation, irrespective of the transformation of 

culture, technology, and values that goes on around it. This removal, or 

separation of the place from the continuum of the city becomes 

finalized when we give the historic district a name, an identifiable 

theme that will attract, and markets itself as  a place that people will 

want to live in, to visit, and be entertained.  



 
Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco 

 

The old industrial “warehouse districts” of so many cities (Denver, 

Dallas, Cleveland, San Francisco, Portland, etc.) previously derelict, 

now serve as entertainment/restaurant centers that repeat pretty much 

the same formula, where one may visit for one’s “shot” of traditional 

urbanism (the effects of which lasts a period of time before dissipating 

and needing replenishing) and then go back to one’s home in the 

suburbs. Another example of a vibrant district that once had a unique 

identity is Soho, New York, which for a period of time (approx. 1965-

1980), artists and galleries infiltrated into what was an undiscovered 

manufacturing district, resulting in one of the most important centers 

for creating and showing art in the world. While shifting from its 

original manufacturing use, the area continued to be authentic within its 

continuing cultural/economic evolution as a reuse of the found artifact 

of 19th century warehouse structures (not unlike the transformation of 

the Diocletion Palace of Spalato through its appropriation of the earlier 

remains into an urban precinct.) The “Cast Iron District” was 

recognized, given Landmark status, renamed (or branded) as “Soho,” 

the zoning was changed, stores and restaurants moved in to take 

advantage of the area’s new popularity and status, rents went up, artists 

and galleries moved out, and the district has evolved into a retail mall 

of mainly national stores that differs little from what might be found 

anywhere, except situated in the carcass of the most outstanding 

collection of 19th century cast iron facades anywhere in the world.  

 



3. Disguised Combinations 

The third condition describes new buildings and districts which 

fabricate a mix of authentic artifacts, synthetic copies, authentically 

reproduced settings, and other background construction, with little to 

distinguish one from the other, resulting in another version of the “real-

not real.” New-old, original-copy, unrestored-restored—we can’t tell 

the difference, and don’t care which is which. It’s simply a matter of 

putting together the right experience with whatever seems to do the job, 

and has the right “look” in the end.  

Consider the “new” Ford Theater on 42nd Street, New York, 

reconstructed in 1996 as a seamless combination of the Lyric (1903) 

and Apollo (1920) theaters to develop one enlarged amalgamation. 

Some actual historic fragments remain, and are sometimes restored in 

place (the Lyric facade), sometimes re-positioned (the Apollo 

proscenium), and sometimes re-created in a new location (the Apollo 

dome). In most cases, details are invented that resemble the original, 

and placed within a circulation foyer and main auditorium that are 

completely new. It all blends in into a new hybrid of the synthetic and 

re-contextualized original, and nobody’s the wiser.  

 
Minsky Theater Relocation, 42nd Street 

 

At the larger urban scale of 42nd Street, the original Minsky theater 

was moved 150’ down the block (it just didn’t work well where it was), 

which now serves as an entry to a new 16-theater movieplex and 

Madame Toussaud entertainment complex. The theater is intact, and 

remains as one of the few authentic, original buildings left on 42nd 



Street—but in a new location, submerged and synthesized within the 

ersatz development all around it.  

The confusion of the authentic versus the simulation, and the 

resulting challenge to the assumed superiority of the authentic, can 

occur in a completely fabricated setting, for given enough care and 

money, the right materials and the latest technology, one can simulate 

the original to such a degree, right down to the patina, that the 

simulation is in fact as good and equal to (and even improves upon?) 

the original—and one can not easily tell the difference between the 

two. So if one of the “theme” settings in Las Vegas, the Hotel Bellagio 

uses perfectly crafted materials and details from its Italian sources, and 

from particular vantage points, one could not say whether one was on 

Lake Como or the Las Vegas Strip—is the place/experience totally 

inauthentic, or in fact an authentic re-creation of the original? And to 

add to the confusion of the real-not real: if one enters a museum space 

within the Hotel Bellagio which once housed actual Picassos, Braques, 

Renoirs and the like, is the experience of the art somehow 

compromised, or less effective than seeing the works within, say, the 

Metropolitan Museum? We’re not talking Disneyland anymore, or the 

obvious cheap rip-offs of your everyday theme park, but highly refined 

environments that give you something close to the “real” thing, or 

closer to the “hyper-real,” leaving out the dimples, scratches, messiness 

and other imperfections that get in the way in everyday experience. It’s 

all there—the best stuff is all brought together in one place—the perfect 

vista is only a short walk away—and you can see it all in less than a 

day.  

 



Seaside, Florida 

 

Seaside, Florida proves that the real-not real can be finely tuned, 

mainly through zoning controls that refer to a past vernacular that 

actually existed, is well-understood, and through explicit coding, can be 

fairly well reproduced by major, and less than major talents.6 The life 

in the town that goes on is of course real, although as a retirement 

community, somewhat constricted, and nicely sealed away from the 

realities of work, poverty, multi-ethnic culture, and other complexities 

of the world. The fairly consistent historicism that pervades the 

architectural forms and the public organization is inspired by earlier 

American village planning models, which appeals to one’s nostalgia for 

the past, allowing participation in a fictional existence rooted in earlier 

times. Given the comprehensive and convincing physical presentation, 

it is possible to be believed and enjoyed without much effort, and 

certainly no less believable (and real) than similar suburban settings, 

which try to come close, but don’t get it just right. And as with any 

fiction, we can conveniently suspend belief when need be so as to allow 

the desired amenities of the modern world (the car, garbage disposals, 

the latest communication technologies) to combine with history, in 

order to make life comfortable. In other words, we take in the 

presentation on our terms, to make it work for us, much as the spectator 

of a modern wrestling event, who can suspend belief as required, in 

order to enjoy what is seen, rather than have the spectacle contaminated 

by what one knows, or thinks.   

Even when the illusion is threatened, such as the recent use of the 

town as a stage-set in making the movie “The Truman Show,” which 

necessitated making a number of stage-set buildings to make the setting 

even more perfect, the potential disturbance was taken in stride. The 

community actually liked the additions, which after all, blended in so 

well that you really couldn’t tell the movie set from the real set, so it 

was decided that they be kept in place after the movie was completed. 

And the community was right—it was not a question of the fake vs. the 

original, the fictive vs. the real. Without any imperative to perceive the 

difference, or more critically, to suspect whether the difference has any 

sustained, or inherent value—distinctions begin to fade into a fuzzy, 

unified state. It’s both fake and real, at the same time, and one is as 

enjoyable, and as accepted as the other.   



 

4. Programmatic Hybrids 

There has recently been developed a series of so-called “theme 

clubs” in New York’s East Village, one of the most notorious called 

“Beauty Bar,” owned and conceived by Deb Parker.7 The Beauty Bar 

takes what was an actual, functioning  beauty salon, and turns it into a 

bar/club, while leaving the original salon intact. Included are hair 

dryers, sinks, price lists, and miscellaneous paraphernalia of the 

original beauty salon, mixed with bottles of liquor, glasses, and the 

other paraphernalia required for a functioning bar. 

  

 
Beauty Bar, NYC 

  

This presents a somewhat different phenomenon of the  “theme” 

entertainment operation, often restaurants, that take on the imagery and 

sounds of popular cultural phenomena, such as the “Hard Rock Cafes,” 

“Motown Cafes,” “Harley-Davidson Cafes” and the “Dr. Jekyl and Mr. 

Hyde” restaurants and the like that have proliferated throughout cities 

across the U.S. In these types of settings, a given theme is overlaid onto 

an arbitrary, empty site, or neutral container that becomes totally 

transformed into the selected synthetic experience. It is the nature of 

the ability of the chosen theme to constitute displacements in both time 

and place that establishes the restaurant’s degree of success as 

“entertainment.”   

The hybrid condition of the Beauty Bar has generated a new 

identity, different than either the beauty salon or bar in isolation, in 

which their mutual cross referencing, and consequent contamination 



produces an exaggerated, or hyper awareness of both difference and 

similarity. Clearly, the two functions were never meant to be together, 

and when combined, result in a kind of de-familiarization, or 

destabilization of expectations, producing another kind of experience 

than earlier associations with either bars or beauty salons. In fact, it is 

the quality and degree of this distancing of the known encounter into 

the realm of fantasy that constitutes the nature of the bar’s ability to 

entertain us.  

If the choice of the overlay of two or more functions completely 

arbitrary, what is the criteria that determines the appropriateness, or the 

degree of success in making these sorts of transformations—in other 

words, are there limits? One would assume that certain combinations 

make no sense, while some are for more interesting. One could also 

argue that the greater the degree of misfit, or non-congruence between 

the juxtaposed programs, the more interesting, or at least, the more 

entertaining the result. Traditional criteria of quality are turned upside 

down—in this case, it is the degree and nature of the interference 

caused by the hybrid—along with the resulting discomfort, visual 

dissonance, and de-familiarization that become key ingredients for 

inventing new synthetic experiences.8  

This is to once again make the point that the combination of unlike 

programs in the city results in more than the familiar virtues of 

complexity, multi-use, cross-association, and all the other qualities of 

the multi-functional city, but is rather a description of radically 

different forms of urban experience, as well as a potentially new 

synthesis of built forms marked by varying degrees of ambiguity, and 

the continuing vacillation between sometimes being (or expressing) one 

thing, sometimes another, and typically, a little bit of both. Relative to 

the context of the city, the Beauty Bar suggests two other critical 

implications:  

 

1.    The notion of the urban site can take on another kind of 

condition—rather than the tabula rasa of the modernist, empty 

shell, in which one replaces one familiar identity with another, 

one can conceive of a kind of “filled” site with peculiar 

characteristics and identity which transforms the terms of 

adding to a given site. Functional transformation becomes a 



layering of familiar functions which in combination result in 

unfamiliar, synthetic hybrids, a process leading to higher and 

higher degrees of complexity, and distancing from expected 

norms of experience and behavior.  

2.    It would also seem that the problem of form, style, or the 

intention of producing an “appropriate” expression of function, 

culture, the age, etc. becomes subverted, in the sense that the 

choice of the narrative, or the previous function automatically 

“produces” the design. If the narrative of the new synthesis has 

a strong enough identifiable imagery, or semantic power, there 

is little to be invented, or contrived except for the small choices 

remaining as to what to maintain and, and what to discard. The 

key, then, becomes the positioning and layering of 

programmatic content, the orchestration of synthetic programs 

to shape the evolution of the city rather than the invention of 

new forms or typologies.   

 

The other option, perhaps, is to allow the synthesis to evolve as a 

random accumulation of events, sometimes in isolation, sometimes 

combined, where position on the gridded capitalist game board makes 

little difference. But given the synthetic city’s ability, or even necessity 

for imposing control, or “maximizing the desired effect” at all scales, it 

would be unfortunate to dwell only on a single programmatic hybrid, 

when there is an opportunity for something so much more, closer to a 

majestic sweeping narrative, with the whole range of effects at our 

disposal.  
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